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Abstract 
The theme of walking robots stability is analyzed in the paper as a particular case of stability for dynamic systems that depend on 
parameters, deduced, in the mathematical model, by specifying the parameters, not specified numerically, that define the dynamic 
system. Another aspect of the walking robots’ stability assurance is the necessity of sequentially using parameter time, in 
evolving a dynamic system that permits the local constant selection of the dynamic system’s remaining parameters, assuring its 
stable evolution. In opposition is the stability of rocket flight, which presupposes asymptotic stability. The optimization of the 
walking robot’s dynamic system evolution is possible by identifying the mathematical conditions of separation between the 
stable and unstable zone in the range of free parameters, inspired from the mathematical conditions already analysed by us for the 
general case of the dynamic systems, in some of our previous papers. The theoretical considerations are exemplified on walking 
robot’s mathematical model. The possible chaotic evolution of the dynamic systems, with possible application on walking robots 
evolution is also analysed. 
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1. Introduction 
The problem of separation between stable and unstable zones, in the range of free parameters, for a linear or 
nonlinear dynamic system is important for assuring the possibility of the dynamic system stability control. We 
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underline that any dynamic system can be looked at as a dynamic system that depends on parameters, without 
specifying the parameter values as geometrical parameters, physical parameters (as mechanical parameters), 
possible chemical, biological or economical parameters and so on, that can define the dynamic system. 
A special problem is the dynamic gait control of walking robots. So, there is a known control strategy of 
dynamic walking humanoid robots, based on the walking pattern generation on the time path of stable zero point and 
stability by monitoring online [1-4, 10]. When analyzed from different viewpoints, in movements such as walking 
on rough terrain, running or fast walking, the dynamic of the centre of gravity can be defined by the simple 
mechanical action of springloading the leg during positioning known as SLIPs – Springloaded Inverted Pendulums. 
Using compliance for representing these movement systems not only has the advantage of allowing energy to be 
reused, but also ensures the effective reduction of the centre of gravity during ground impacts. Another advantage of 
compliant representation of a leg is to shape and potentially simplify the control of highly dynamic movements. 
Until now dynamic control of a stable movement on rough terrain for walking modular robots remains an 
unresolved problem. Starting from similar research applied to humanoid robots [2, 9, 11], in order to the increase 
mobility and stability of modular walking robots’ movement, this paper approaches the new concepts of applied 
mathematics in modeling the autonomous walking robots in order to develop an open architecture real-time control 
system.  
We remark that the definitely dynamic systems encountered in the specialized literature, as dynamic 
systems specified by the Mathieu equation, Hill equation, harmonic vibration equation and so on, have the property 
of separation, in the free parameters range, between stable and unstable zones. The free parameters range contains 
stable and unstable zones separated by the boundary. The separation property can be defined by the quality that one 
stable point, which is not on the boundary has a neighbourhood composed only from stable points and similar 
formulation for unstable points. This property of separation creates the possibility of stability control in the 
neighbourhood of the dynamic system’s selected stable point. Some mathematical conditions of separation have 
been discovered by us, using the results from matrix theory, from linear or nonlinear stability theory of dynamic 
systems, from real analysis theory and so on. 
Our study has not exhausted the stability control subject. New results in matrix theory, in linear or 
nonlinear dynamic system theory, in chaotic or non chaotic dynamic system evolution, in real analysis theory, will 
complete this study. 
2. Stability analysis of autonomous walking robots 
 
The locomotion activity of walking robots joins the category of high automation movements. The mechanical 
system needs to have a great number of mobility ranges, in order to form high complexity synergies, respectively the 
realization of coordinated motion of the legs. By using the walking robots as means of transportation, a portion of 
the parameters which characterize its dynamic features can be subjected to modifications to a greater extent [4, 10]. 
For example, the occurrence of an extra load on board will modify its weight, the positioning of the load centre and 
the rotating moment of the robot’s platform. A series of environmental factors, such as the wind and other forces, 
can act on the walking robot, their influence being hard to anticipate. Some of these interferences could be the cause 
of considerable variations of real motions in comparison to those estimated, that could lead to robot control drift. 
On the walking robots basis, these are considered as a group of articulated rigid solid bodies that represent the 
platform and the elements of the legs. The more the number of the legs of a walking robot increases, the more 
intricate the driving and command system becomes. On the other hand, due to the large number of supporting 
points, the static and quasi-static movement stabilizes itself even more [15,17]. The movement of the quadruped 
robot is stable only when certain, quite restrictive conditions are met. The issue of static stability is resolved by 
calculating the position of the end of each leg in relation to the axes system attached to the platform, originating in 
its centroid. As for the construction of the mathematical model, based on the quasi-dynamic analysis, each leg is 
considered by the authors as a function generator, with a limited precision in constructing the walking systems. If 
the number of mobility range is equal to n and if the internal constraints have the form of:   then within the 
differential equations structure:   exist random coefficients ui – used for identifying the walking algorithm.  
To those differential equations apply, the constraints imposed by the general base (the platform), onto which the legs 
are fixed, and second, the constraints assessed by the load-bearing surface. Mathematical modelling of the gravity 
centre’s position, which allows the walking robots to move over ground with difficult configuration, is presented in 
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Figure 1.  The geometric centre’s position O is defined as the diagonals’ intersection point of the polygon formed by 
the points where the legs are connected to the platform, and G(GxGyG,zG) as the gravity centre position of the robot. 
 
Fig.1.  Mathematical modelling of the gravity centre position for walking hexapod robot [3] 
Considering the positions of the walking robot’s legs as XPi, YPi, ZPi a mathematical model has been 
developed in order to express the kinematics characteristics of the walking robot’s centre of gravity. In order to 
determine the position of the supporting polygon against the platform, through the Denevit – Hartenberg method, for 
Zij (i=1,6 or 1,4, j=1,3), and mij (i=1,6, j=1,3) the leg mechanism mass, the coordinates of Pi have been transformed 
from the system O4x4y4z4 into the system Ox0y0z0. The coordinates of Pi have been transformed from the system 
O4x4y4z4 into the system Ox0y0z0 in order to determine the position of the support polygon against the platform.   
The vertical projection of the G system centre of gravity on the supporting surface must be located inside the 
supporting polygon in order to obtain stability. AOi, A1i, A2i, A3i are given where i=1.6 for the hexapod walking 
robot and i=1,4 for the quadruped walking robot. Knowing the gravity centre’s position, the speed  and the 
acceleration have been established by derivation. 
3. On separation of stable zones 
A new approach can be developed for the particular case of stability for dynamic systems that depend of parameters 
deduced through the mathematical model, by specifying the parameters that define the dynamic system. One real 
matrix is considered for the definition of the linear dynamic system or “first approximation” of the nonlinear 
dynamic system that depends on parameters. The components of the real matrix are supposed continuous, or 
continuous on piecewise referred to the range of parameters (including time parameter).  The property of continuity 
transmissibility from the real matrix components to the matrix eigenvalues is analyzed here. Let the 
matrix  n nA R u  have the real elements  ,ija  1,..., ;i n  1,...,j n . 
 We suppose that the real matrix  A  has the distinct, real or complex eigenvalues. The matrix  A  has a 
Hessenberg form if its elements  0ija   for  2 ,   1i n j i d   . A real matrix  A  can be substituted by a similar 
Hessenberg form matrix. The  QR  algorithm is formulated on the hypothesis that matrix  A  has a Hessenberg form 
that allows for the complex eigenvalues iD Er , if they exist, to be represented in real final Schur form of the 
matrix  A  deduced by  QR  algorithm convergence, using the second order real matrix 
    
 
 
D E
E D
ª º« »¬ ¼  situated on the 
diagonal for each distinct complex conjugate eigen-values and for each distinct real eigenvalue to be situated also on 
the diagonal of the real final Schur form of the matrix. 
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The  QR  algorithm, by Wilkinson’s procedure [12], is formulated below where the initial real matrix A  is denoted 
and 1 A  in the algorithm. 
1,  ,  1,2,...;  .s s s s s sA Q R A R Q s s   of    
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
;  ,  2,3,...;
; ,  2,...
s s s s s s
s s s s s s s
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R Q A A Q A Q s
    
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1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
... ... ,  2,3,...;  
... ... ,  2,3,...
s s s
s s s s
Q Q A A Q Q s
Q Q Q R A Q Q s
 
 
  
   
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1... ... ... ... ,  2,3,...s s s s s sQ Q Q R R R AQ Q R R s      
1 1 1 1 1... ... ,  1,2,...
s
s s s sQ Q Q R R R A s       
 
 
 
 
 
 
(1) 
The matrices  kQ ,  1,2,...k   are orthogonal and the matrices  kR  are upper triangular, invertible. The 
convergence of the  QR  algorithm, where the real matrix  A  is considered in the Hessenberg form, to the Schur 
form of the matrix  A  is analysed in [13]. The components of the real matrix  A , which define the linear dynamic 
system depending on parameters, are supposed continuous, or continuous on piecewise referred to the range of free 
parameters.  We formulate below the following  theorem on the continuity transmissibility of the matrix components 
to the eigenvalues of the matrix: 
Theorem 1. If the sequence of matrices in Hessenberg form  ,  1,2,...sA s  from  QR algorithm that started with 
the matrix  A , where the matrix components are continuous or continuous on piecewise, is uniform convergent to 
the Schur form of the matrix A , then the eigenvalues of the matrix  A  are continuous respective continuous on 
piecewise.  
Theorem 2. Let the linear dynamic system be defined by the differential equation of the form 
   ( ),d y d t A y t 1 ( ) ( ( ),..., ( )) ,Tny t y t y t  ( ),ijA a  1,..., ;i n 1,...,j n , where the symbol  T  
signifies the transposition of the matrix and the values  ija  are supposed as constants. 
If the real part of all eigenvalues of the matrix  A  is strictly negative, then the solution of the differential equation is 
asymptotic stable in origin. If the real part of at least one eigenvalue of the matrix  A  is strictly positive, then the 
solution of the differential equation is unstable in origin. If the real part of the eigenvalues of the matrix  A  is 
strictly negative, with the exception of at least one eigenvalue that has a null real part, then the stability of the 
dynamic system in origin is unknown (possibly stable or unstable). 
Theorem 3.  Let the function  :f E Ro ,  E R  be a continuous function in the point 0 x E  and the function 
value denoted 0 ( )f x  so that the inequalities 0 ( ) ;f xD E    , RD E   are satisfied, then there is a 
neighborhood of the point 0 x E  where the function values comply with the same inequalities. 
The theorems formulated above allow us to justify our theorem on the mathematical conditions that assure the 
separation between the stable and unstable zones for the linear dynamic system or for nonlinear dynamic systems, 
using the linear dynamic system of “first approximation”. 
Theorem 4 (Separation theorem). If the linear dynamic system defined by the real matrix  A , in the Hessenberg 
form, with distinct eigenvalues,  has the continuous or continuous on piecewise components of the matrix as 
functions of the dynamic system’s free parameters, and the convergent algorithm applied to the matrix A (as  QR   
algorithm) assures that the real part of eigenvalue functions of the matrix  are also continuous or continuous on 
piecewise, then these conditions determine the separation between the stable and unstable zones of the dynamic 
system in the range of free parameters. 
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4. Models of Walking Robot 
The walking robot’s physical model is defined with the help of the corresponding robot leg definition. The first 
physical robot leg model is described in Fig. 1. The pivot point of leg PO ,the mobile joint P of the leg, that 
describes a circle arc in the leg’s evolution on cycle and the point  Q  of the robot leg base are positioned in our case 
on an ellipse arc of centre  QO  and semi axes length  a  and  b . The orthogonal system of coordinate axes is 
deduced using the coordinate values of points from the Figure 2.  
 
  
Fig.2. Case of robot leg physical model Fig. 3. Case of robot leg physical model 
Let 1 1 ( , ),  ( , ),  ( ,0),  (P Q A A BO a h O a b Q x Q ,0)Bx  be some points on the Figure and its coordinates. 
One cycle of the leg base is described by the succession of the intermediary points in 
order 1 2 3 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  A B AQ Q Q Q Q Q . The line 1,  ,  A BQ Q Q  represents the horizontal line of the robot leg’s 
motion. The evolution of the robot leg base  Q  is started from the position  BQ  up to position AQ  on the ellipse 
arc 2 3 ,  ,  ,  B AQ Q Q Q . The start time of next cycle is considered  the time for linear uniform evolution of point  Q  
from the position  AQ  up to position  BQ  that encloses the actual cycle.   
Another version of the first robot leg’s physical model is deduced by substitution of the parameter 1 h  with 
parameter 2 1 h h!  and is described in Fig. 3. This modification imposes the corresponding modification of 1 b . 
The mathematical model associated to the physical model is compounded from two implicit functions described by 
the equations: 
2 2 2( ) ( ) 0.Px a y h a      (2) 
 2 2 2 21( ) / ( ) / 1.Qx a a y b b     (3) 
Between the parameters’ values, there are  conditions 1 0;  a b b a c h! ! !  !  where c  is length of the lower 
leg component. For first leg model,  c a!  is supposed. The covering range of variables from (2) and (3) for our 
problem is defined by: 
1
      [0,2 ],  [ ,0],  
             [0, ]
P
Q
x a y h a
y b b
  
   
 
(4) 
Explicit functions selected from (2) and (3), for our problem, are: 
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2 1/ 2
2 1/ 2
1
          (2 )
      /  (2 )
P
Q
y h ax x
y b a ax x b
  
    
 
(5) 
Let  ( , )P PP x y  and  ( , )Q QQ x y  be points on the circle arc, respectively on the ellipse arc that correspond for one 
leg position from the evolution range. The condition on the distance 2 2 2P ( ) ( ) 0.Q P Qx x y y c      
appears. Also we can evaluate, in the triangle  PO PQ , the distance  PO Q  using the relation: 
2 2 2( ) ( ) ( ) 2( )( )cosP P PO Q O P PQ O P PQ T    (6) 
where  T  is measure of angle  ( )PO PQ . 
For  Qx  considered as an independent variable and denoted by  x  , from (6), we can write: 
2 2 1/2 2 2 2
1 ( ) [( / )(2 ) ( )] 2  cosa x b a ax x b h a c ac T         (7) 
The relation (7) permits to evaluate  T  as function of  x  for  [ ,  ]QA QBx x x  where the points  ( ,0)A QAQ x  
and  ( ,0)B QBQ x  have the abscises 
2 1/ 2
1  (1 ( / ) )QAx a a b b    and 2 1/ 21 (1 ( / ) )QBx a a b b    
with  ,  QA QBx x  strictly between  0  and  2a .  
 
Fig. 4. Walking robot physical model 
We can also evaluate  sinM , where  M  is the measurement of angle  ( )PPO Q , using the relation: 
 sin ( / ) sinPc O QM T  (8) 
The linear uniform evolution of variable  x  between  QAx  and  QBx  is defined as below: 
0 ( )x t t xZ   (9) 
where  Z  and 0 x  are constant. One cycle of evolution for the robot leg can be started from point  QBx , moving on 
the ellipse arc up to point  QAx , respecting law (9) of evolution, and return by linear uniform evolution, defined by 
(9), in  QBx . We remark that the range of parameters’ values 1 0 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  , ,P Qx y y h b x tZ  with fixed values of 
positive parameters  ,  ,  a b c , where  a c!  in this analysed case, for which the robot leg evolution exists, are the 
intervals. The domain of existence coincides, in this case, with the domain of stability, such that we can affirm that 
there is a separation between stable (existence) and unstable (inexistence) zones of the free parameters values of the 
robot leg model. 
For the second robot leg model ( a c ) the conclusions are the same. The physical model of the walking 
robot is described in Figure 4. The parameters that define the walking robot dynamic system contain the parameters 
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of each robot leg as 1 ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,a b c h b x ,  ,  ,  P Qy y tZ  and 0 x ,i  1,2,3,4i  . Supplementary parameters  ,  L l  
of walking robot platform (Fig. 4) are considered. We remark, as in case of the walking robot leg, that in the case of 
the existence of movement of the walking robot assured for specified value of parameters, then there is an interval 
for each free parameter of the walking robot where the existence of movement is also assured. That means the 
separation of existence and inexistence zones in the range of free parameters that coincide, in our case of the 
walking robot, with the separation of stable and unstable zones of the walking robot evolution, in the range of free 
parameters. 
5. On system chaotic evolution  
The possible structure of the stable and unstable points from the dynamic system free parameters range is described 
by the following cases: 
- If the dynamic system is stable in one point from the range of free parameters, then there is a 
neighbourhood around this point where the dynamic system is also stable in each point from the neighbourhood. 
This neighbourhood represents a stable zone of the dynamic system that can be completed up to the maximum stable 
zone from the range of free parameters. The analogue possible case can be described for one unstable point of the 
free parameters range [14, 16].  
-  The points characterized by the property that in each neighbourhood exist stable and unstable points, are 
the boundary points between the stable and unstable zones in the range of free parameters. 
- We denote that a maximal stable or unstable zone from the free parameter range can be compounded only 
by one stable or unstable point in the unstable respective stable neighbourhood. In other words we underline the 
possibility of singular (isolate) stable or unstable point existence in the free parameters range.  
- The points from the free parameters range can be characterized, referring to the time parameter, to have a 
stable, unstable or chaotic evolution.  
Chaotic evolution of the points from the free parameters range of the dynamic system is of interest in our 
study and will be described on the specified dynamic system because we want to be inspired for the mathematical 
modelling of walking robots evolution in uncertain environment. 
  
Fig. 5 Bernoulli – Euler Beam Fig. 6. Timoshenko Beam 
A large class of practical problems is modelled using dynamical systems whose solutions are characterized by a 
strong dependence on the initial conditions, a complex representation in the phase plane (the existence of attractors 
with a complicate structure) or the existence of solutions with very long periods, sometimes infinite periods. Such 
dynamical systems are for example the Duffing equations, the Van der Pol equations or the Lorentz equations and 
they are extensively described in monographers as [5, 6]. The stability of buckled beams is a classical problem that 
can be included in the dynamical systems described in Figures 5-6.  
The buckled beam is usually described using the Bernoulli-Euler model [5] or by a more complex beam 
model, the Timoshenko model [7, 8]. Phase plane representations of the chaotic evolution for the two cases of 
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dynamical systems specified above. They are plotted in Figures 5-6 with the conditions  / 1.J G   and  1.08Z  , 
where the parameters  ,  u v  are the displacement and the velocity of the time function in a first Galerkin 
approximation used to solve the problem of the buckled beam,  ,  ,  J G Z  represent the intensity of the excitation, 
damping coefficient, frequency of the excitation (in a generalized sense) respectively.  
5. Conclusion 
The goal of the paper is a study on the walking robots dynamic system stability control possibilities, the 
walking robot being looked at as a particular case of a dynamic system that depends on parameters. The 
mathematical conditions of separation between stable and unstable zones, in the range of dynamic system’s free 
parameters, discovered by us, are underlined. 
The property of stable zone separation is described in the case of a walking robot, mathematically modelled 
as a dynamic system. The possibility to apply the chaotic dynamic system evolution theory on mathematical 
modelling of walking robot moving in uncertain environment is also emphasized.        
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